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Managementorientiertes IT-Controlling und IT-Governance (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	IT-Controlling und IT-Governance sind wesentliche Erfolgsfaktoren, um den ökonomischen Mehrwert der IT zu erhöhen. Das Werk vermittelt die theoretischen Grundlagen in diesem Bereich und zeigt mit zahlreichen Beispielen, wie es in der Praxis umgesetzt wird.
...
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Identification of Physical Systems: Applications to Condition Monitoring, Fault Diagnosis, Soft Sensor and Controller DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Identification of a physical system deals with the problem of identifying its mathematical model using the measured input and output data. As the physical system is generally complex, nonlinear, and its input–output data is corrupted noise, there are fundamental theoretical and practical issues that need to be...
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Microsoft System Center Configuration ManagerPackt Publishing, 2013

	Microsoft Configuration Manager can promote high reliability and performance for your computers and mobile devices, and this book will give you the skills to deploy it effectively using best practices.


	Overview

	
		Deploy highly available Configuration Manager sites and roles
	
		Backup, restore,...
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Handbook of EOQ Inventory Problems: Stochastic and Deterministic Models and Applications (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2013

	The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) inventory model first appeared in 1913, and in its centennial, it is still one of the most important inventory models.  Despite the abundance of both classical and new research results, there was (until now) no comprehensive reference source that provides the state-of-the-art findings on both theoretical...
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Network and System Security, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2014

	Network and System Security provides focused coverage of network and system security technologies. It explores practical solutions to a wide range of network and systems security issues. Chapters are authored by leading experts in the field and address the immediate and long-term challenges in the authors’ respective areas of...
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Penetration Testing with the Bash shellPackt Publishing, 2014

	Make the most of the Bash shell and Kali Linux's commandlinebased security assessment tools


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the command line to create, run, and execute tests
	
		Learn useful command line based information processing utilities and unlock the problem solving power of a Linux...
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Supplementary Cementing Materials in ConcreteCRC Press, 2013

	Supplementary cementing materials (SCMs), such as fly ash, slag, silica fume, and natural pozzolans, make a significant difference to the properties of concrete but are rarely understood in any detail. SCMs can influence the mechanical properties of concrete and improve its durability in aggressive environments. Supplementary Cementing...
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Java EE 7 Developer HandbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Update your knowledge of the Enterprise Java platform through this user-friendly tutorial that's designed around real-life examples. The pragmatic approach means you'll be up to speed almost effortlessly. For intermediate users upwards.


	Overview

	
		Learn about local and remote service endpoints,...
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Point-of-Care Diagnostics on a Chip (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	The topic of this book is the development of automated and inexpensive tools that transfer medical tests from a specialized clinical laboratory directly to the point of care, using biochip technology. Immediate access to medically relevant biochemical information for doctors and nurses promises to revolutionize patient care and dramatically...
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Learning Three.js: The JavaScript 3D Library for WebGL - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create stunning 3D graphics in your browser using the Three.js JavaScript library


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your 3D graphics with light sources, shadows, advanced materials, and textures
	
		Load models from external sources, and visualize and animate them directly from JavaScript
	...
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The Robotics Divide: A New Frontier in the 21st Century?Springer, 2013

	Societies survive in their environment and compete with each other depending on the technology they develop. Economic, military and political power are directly related to the available technology, while access to technology is key to the well-being of our societies at the individual, community and national level.


	The Robotics...
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Apache Solr EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Leverage the power of Apache Solr to create efficient search applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn the Apache Solr conceptual framework for robust search application creation.
	
		Customize your search applications to meet your project specifications.
	
		A fast paced guide that...
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